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INTRODUCTION

Introduction to Special Issue
Samantha Cutrara1
The Councilor, Special Guest Editor2
How do we come to our relationship with national history(ies) as history and social studies
teachers? What are the factors at play in discovering who we, and our students, are in these
narratives? How does this discovery (hopefully this continuous discovery) shape the methods we
use and the stories we tell in our classrooms?
This special issue addresses these questions through teacher reflections and academic
articles that demonstrate the itinerant process of coming to know self, society, and history as a
history or social studies teacher. Whether it is through teasing out the “who” in our conception
and articulation of the nation or developing partnerships to elicit new and potentially more
equitable understandings of self and the past or interrogating our assumptions about who we are
in the teaching profession, these articles, both individually and as a collection, demonstrate the
need for teaching history and social studies to be a continuous process of self and historical
interrogation and discovery.
This issue was conceptualized from a call for teaching reflections that could respond to
the precarious nature of teaching history in this decade. While that collection aligned more
closely with teaching history in academic settings, the teacher reflections submitted for that
collection demonstrated some important, and less heard, voices in the discussions about teaching
and learning history and social studies. These reflections brought out key themes about national
identity and belonging and the disconnect these can have with certain pedagogical and narrative
models and about organizational and ideological partnerships to intervene and tell new stories in
the classrooms. From the voices of high school history teachers, these perspectives were a
valuable contribution to how we think about teaching national history.
Articles were then sought to draw out some of the themes that came from the teachers’
reflections, and here is where the overall emphasis on the constant becoming of history and
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social studies teaching really took shape. Articles that focused on representation coming to know
self through media representations or our own internal biases, or articles that focused on
partnerships for more liberating or decolonizing narratives, all point toward the internal and
external journeys of coming to know self in order to teach others. Taken together, these
reflections and articles point the multiple conversations in play each time we step in front of a
history or social studies classroom. How can we invite ourselves and others to have these
conversations? How can we create space to better hear these conversations? And how can we
demonstrate to our students that these conversations are intertwined in our understanding of the
past?
Many thanks to The Councilor for hosting this bi-national special issue, as well as the
teachers, educators, academics, community partners, and students who continued to the
experiences found in these reflections and articles.
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